
De-Foam breaks down existing foam residue 
which makes your vacuum recovery more 
efficient and keeps your waste tank from 

prematurely filling up. 
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• DeFoam™ is a powerful anti-foaming agent that can breakdown even 
the toughest detergent residues. One of the most frustrating things 
a carpet cleaner can face is when the recovery tank fills up and it is 
90% foam. HydraMaster powdered DeFoam contains a trade secret 
anti-foaming agent. When sprinkled on the carpet, DeFoam breaks 
down foam before it gets to your machine. 

• It is safer for you and your customers – the active ingredient is also 
used in food processing. Unlike some liquid defoamers that leave 
a sticky residue behind, CleanMaster DeFoam is a residue free 
formula. It breaks down existing foam residue which makes your 
vacuum recovery more efficient and keeps your waste tank from 
prematurely filling up. 

It prevents foam from forming in wands and 
hoses. Best of all, the odorless granules will 

not affect pH or alter cleaning performance.

Part #  950-177
Available in: 6.5 Pound Jar; Case of 4 x 6.5 Pound Jar

Residential Synthetic 
Carpets

Used Straight
Powdered Granules
Use in waste tanks,
hoses, or apply
directly to carpet

Powdered Defoaming Additive

DeFoam

Mixing Directions:
1. Always pre-test all cleaning solutions in an inconspicuous area for colorfastness prior to 

application.
2. Apply small amount of water to carpet and agitate to determine the presence of foaming 

residue.
3. To reduce foam build-up in waste tank, add one ounce of De-Foam to your waste tank 

before the job starts.
4. To reduce foam build-up in vacuum recover hoses directly, sprinkle 1 ounce of powder 

into vacuum hose at the cleaning wand end and let the vacuum pull the solution through 
the hose.

5. For severe foam issues in the carpet, sparingly spread, broadcast or “chicken feed” De-
Foam over entire carpet.

6. Increase or decrease the 
amount as needed to 
eliminate foam.

7. Proceed to clean in normal 
manner.


